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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
AGES North West (Pty) Ltd was appointed by Professor Nicolas Beukes from the University of
Johannesburg to complete an Environmental Management Plan for the proposed drilling of a
2000 meter borehole for research purposes. The proposed drilling will take place in a quarry near
Willowvale, Eastern Cape Province.
The property is a quarry with no original vegetation preserved. The drilling site will be fenced of
approximately 25 m x 15 m. The borehole is estimated to have a diameter of 100mm and be
2000m deep to reach the target of the Dwyka Group. Water will be extracted 400m from the
drilling site, from a nearby river (Shixini River), for cooling purposes of the drill being used. The
borehole will be drilled on average 25 meters per 24-hour shift (minimum 15 m / maximum 50 m
per day) that will last approximately 3 months. There will be 3 drilling teams working 8 hour shifts
during 24 hours but only 2 drilling teams when it is a 16 hour day (no drilling on Sundays).
AGES did research regarding the proposed project to assure that there is no environmental
authorisation necessary. The proposed drilling does not trigger any activity of GNR 983, 984 &
985. The project will use between 5 000-10 000 litres of water per day that will be extracted from
the Shixini river 400 meters from the drilling site. This does not require a license for the water
usage but a general authorisation from the Department of Water and Sanitation (Appendix B).
The specific layout plan may be adapted as the sensitivity requires, but will include approximately
the following:


A 2000m deep borehole (maximum).



100mm diameter



Cementations or casings to avoid water losses underground.



Cementations when by chance encounter excessive artesian water.

The main objectives of the core to be drilled on the property are to obtain detailed information on
the stratigraphy of the Beaufort-Ecca Group contact, of the Ecca Group, and of the transition into
the Dwyka Formation. It will furthermore aim to study the metamorphic effect of the dolerite sills
on the sedimentary rocks. It is important to note that no detailed information is available on the
stratigraphy of the lower part of the Karoo Supergroup in this area. The nearest available data
points are in the vicinity of East London and towards the north in the Coffee Bay area. This is
thus one of the least known areas of the Main Karoo basin in South Africa which requires
research.
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1.1 Legal requirements
AGES did research regarding the proposed project to assure that there is no environmental
authorisation necessary. The proposed drilling does not trigger any activity of GNR 983, 984 &
985. The project will also use 5000-10 000 litres of water per day for 3 months that will be
extracted from the nearby Shixini river 400 meters from the drilling site. This does not require a
water use license for the water usage, but falls under general authorisation, section 21(a) of the
National Water Act, 36 of 1998. Please see appendix B, for the DWS Approval letter.
Three public meetings were held to inform the public about the proposed drilling project. These
meetings took place in December of 2014 and February of 2015. Please see appendix C for the
minutes and meetings discussions.

1.2 Project objective
The objective of this document is to ensure that all legal requirements are and will be met during
the proposed project, to identify impacts as well as the mitigation measures contained in the
EMP that must be adhered to during the different phases of the proposed project and to
construct a monitoring program to help the Environmental Officer to identify compliance and noncompliance.
This EMP is therefore also applicable to possible future development/Drilling that can take place
on the site.

1.3 Environmental Management Plan Objective
The purpose of the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) is to ensure thorough environmental
considerations during the short life cycle of the proposed activity.
The objective of the EMP is also to provide adequate measures and / or recommendations to
ensure that the identified environmental impacts during the different phases of the proposed
project are kept to a minimum and that the most appropriate rehabilitation measures are
correctly implemented to ensure the overall integrity of the proposed site.
The mitigation measures stated in the Environmental Management Plan must be adhered to as
indicated for the different phases.
It must be insured that the responsible persons have access to the project monitoring program
included in the EMP and that all relevant parties are aware of the route that needs to be followed

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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when appropriate action is required.
The Environmental Management Plan must be incorporated into the planning and
appointment documents since this will ensure that:



The contractor is aware of the EMP at the commencement of the project.



The EMP is presented in a form and language that is familiar to the contractor



The contractor is able to cost for compliance.



The EMP is binding within a well-defined legal framework.

Copies of the Environmental Management Plan must be kept at the site office and copies
must also be distributed to senior contract personnel. All senior personnel must
familiarise themselves with the contents of the EMP.
The details contained in the EMP must be followed and implemented by the contractor
during the project.
It is important to take note that the EMP is a living document and will remain a draft,
which must be adapted to changing conditions on site.
This document must also be provided to and explained to the relevant contractors who
may be appointed for other phases of possible future development.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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2

ASPECTS OF ACTIVITY
The EMP will cover the following aspects of the activity during different phases of the
project.

2.1

EARTHWORKS AND VEGETATION CLEARANCE:
Preparation of the site for the drilling of a 2000 meter borehole.

2.2

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT:
This includes the appropriate management measures regarding cement, cement bags and
accumulated waste. The regular removal of waste to an approved facility and the provision
of adequate wind and animal proof waste bins or skips on site are of utmost importance.
Sorting and recycling of waste should be promoted. The rehabilitation of soil and sludge
generated from the drilling process.

2.3

SANITATION:
The appropriate management measures for sewage during the project life cycle.

2.4

OIL, FUEL AND LUBRICANTS ON SITE:
Appropriate safety measures for accidental spillages will be covered as well as appropriate
storage of oil, diesel and lubricants.

2.5

LOSS OF TOPSOIL AND POSSIBLE SOIL EROSION DURING DRILLING
ACTIVITIES:
Measures to manage possible soil loss as well as soil erosion measures must be covered.

2.6

WATER USE:
Water must be used sparingly and measures must be dealt with. The Department of water
and sanitation, in terms of general authorisation, has granted the use of water from a
borehole. The authorisation falls under Section 21(a) of the National Water Act, 36 of 1998.
Water use will not exceed 10m3 per day. General Authorisation allows for up to 4 550m3 per
annum.

2.7

HERITAGE: MEASURES
The EMP will discuss procedures to be taken should any archaeological finds be made
during the project life cycle.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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2.8

BIODIVERSITY (ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS)
Mitigation and management measures are provided for vegetation clearance, fauna/wildlife
and the use of herbicides and pesticides.

2.9

VISUAL ASPECTS
Rehabilitation measures are provided to restore the developed area to what it was before
the activity took place.

2.10 SAFETY AND SECURITY:
Safety and security measures for the activity will be covered. This relates to open trenches,
fire risks, excessive speed on site, working with heavy machinery and the general safety of
Drilling workers.

2.11 SOCIO – ECONOMIC:
Job creation is included in the EMP.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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3

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OFFICER (ECO)

3.1

The roles and responsibilities of the ECO must include:



Ensuring that the necessary environmental authorizations and permits have been
obtained.



Monitoring and verifying that the EMP is adhered to at all times and taking actions
if the specifications are not followed.



Monitoring and verifying that environmental impacts are kept to the minimum.



Assisting the contractor in finding environmentally responsible solutions to
environmental problems.



Giving a report back on the environmental issues on a daily basis.



Keeping record of all activities/incidences on site in the site diary concerning the
environment.



Inspecting the site and surrounding areas regularly with regard to compliance with
the EMP.



Keeping a register of complaints in the site office and recording and dealing with
any community complaints or issues.



Monitoring the undertaking by the contractor of environmental awareness training
for all new personnel on site.



Ensuring that activities on site comply with other relevant environmental legislation
if it is applicable.



Issuing of warnings for contravention of the EMP.



Compile monitoring checklist.



Keep a photographic record of progress on site from an environmental
perspective.



Assisting the engineer in finding environmentally responsible solutions to
problems.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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3.2

Keeping accurate and detailed records of these inspections.

CONTRACTOR

The Contractor shall have the following responsibilities:



To implement all provisions of the Drilling EMP. If the Contractor encounters
difficulties with specifications, he / she must discuss alternative approaches with
the Resident Engineer and/or the ECO prior to proceeding.



To ensure that all staff and Sub-Contractors are familiar with the EMP.



To make personnel aware of environmental issues and to ensure they show
adequate consideration of the environmental aspects of the project.



To report any incidents of non-compliance with the EMP to the resident Engineer
and/or the ECO.



To   rehabilitate   any   sensitive   environments   damaged   due   to   the   Contractor’s  
negligence. This shall be done in accordance with the resident engineer and
ECO’s specifications.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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4

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS PLAN
The goal of the awareness plan is to help employees make environmentally conscious
decisions in the work place and in their private lives. The description below illustrates the
manner in which –



The applicant intends to inform his/her employees of any environmental risk which
may result from their work; and



Risks must be dealt with in order to avoid pollution or degradation of the
environment.

4.1

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS TRAINING

The contractor must ensure that adequate environmental awareness training of senior
site personnel takes place and that all personnel receive an induction presentation on the
importance and implications of the EMP.  It  is  the  contractor’s  responsibility  to  provide  the  
site foreman   with   no   less   than  one  hour’s  environmental   training   and  to  ensure   that   the  
foreman has sufficient understanding to pass the acquired information to Drilling workers.
The contractor must also ensure that all site personnel have a basic level of
environmental awareness training topics to personnel should include:


An explanation of the importance of complying with the EMP.



Discussion of the potential impacts of the project on the environment.



The benefits of improved personnel performance.



Employees’  roles and responsibilities, including emergency preparedness



Explanation of the mitigation measures that must be implemented when carrying
out their activities.



Explanation of the specifics of the EMP and its specification (no-go areas etc.)



Explanation of the management structure of individuals responsible for matters
pertaining to the EMP.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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4.2

METHODS OF INFORMING PERSONNEL
The contractor can use the following methods to inform personnel:


Use translators where necessary



Use the principal agent /ECO officer to explain more difficult/technical issues and
to answer questions



The use of pictures and real life examples are encouraged as these tend to be
more easily remembered.



Make use of environmental awareness posters.



Make Drilling workers aware that they are not to make excessive noise.



Explain  the  “clean  site”  policy



Environmentally introduce all contractors, sub-contractors and their staff.

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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5

MANAGING PROCESS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE/INCIDENTS

IDENTIFY ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE

ASSESS THE DAMAGE

ESTIMATE SEVERITY OF DAMAGE

DEVELOP CONTROL MEASURES

MAKE DECISION ON APPROPRIATE MEASURES

IMPLEMENTATION, SUPERVISING AND EVALUATION

TRACKING AND DOCUMENTATION OF RESULTS



An emergency or incident response plan for possible environmental damages or
incidents which could be caused by the undertaking of the proposed activity or any
other related activities should be developed if it is applicable. All senior personnel
should familiarise themselves with this plan or procedure and should ensure that
all staff are provided with a proper induction session in this regard.



In case of large spillages such as oil or petrol/Diesel from the drilling machinery
the spills response team and applicable authorities must be notified immediately.



Waste management must be strictly controlled and monitored. Only approved
waste disposal methods must be followed. The contractor must ensure that all site
personnel are instructed in the proper disposal of waste. The contractor should
also submit a method statement detailing waste management practices (storage,
provision of bins, site clean-up schedule and waste bin cleaning schedule).

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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6

PHASES OF ACTIVITY

Planning and design
Operational Phase
Rehabilitation measures / phase

AGES North West (Pty) Ltd
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6.1

EMP: IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES: PLANNING AND DESIGN PHASE

PHASE 1: PLANNING AND DESIGN
Activity that causes the
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation measures required

Responsible

Time frame

The following are considered mitigation measures prior to the
drilling project.

Planning and design actions

Impacts on various
aspects of the
environment



An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) must be compiled
and signed-off by the University and the contractor.



An incident/non-compliance register and complaints register
must be drawn up and kept up to date. These documents
must be available to interested Departments on request.



An Environmental Control Officer (ECO) must be appointed.



Environmental training for all staff and contractors must be
done.



All personnel must be aware of the impacts and hazards and
mitigation measures associated with the tasks they perform.



All authorizations required for the development of the site must
be obtained prior to the project starting.

-12-

University & EAP

Before
commencement
of Drilling
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6.2

EMP: IMPACTS & MITIGATION MEASURES: OPERATIONAL PHASE

OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

University &
contractor

When appropriate
– especially
during severe
climatic
conditions

IMPACT: Air Pollution

Movement of Drilling
vehicles on roads

 Air Pollution caused
by excessive dust
formation in and
around the Drilling
zones
 Public nuisance to
nearby residents

 Burning of cleared
vegetation and solid
waste or litter
 The use of fires for
cooking and heating at
or near the Drilling sites

Air pollution caused
by excessive smoke



The speed of vehicles moving on the Drilling sites should be kept as
low as possible to reduce the generation of dust and noise.



Access roads should be maintained and is the responsibility of the
Contractors.



Implement dust suppression when grading the project area in the
quarry.



The unnecessary removal of vegetation must be avoided and no
vegetation clearance must take place beyond the borders of the quarry
or the Drilling sites.



Cleared vegetation from Drilling activities must not be stockpiled for
extensive periods. Re-vegetate as soon as possible.



No solid waste, litter or cleared vegetation may be burned.



A sufficient number of wind and animal proof waste bins must be
placed at strategic places at the Drilling site.



Gas stoves should preferably be used for cooking purposes (only at
Drilling camp in quarry)

-13-

During Drilling
phase
University &
contractor

Continuously.
Solid waste and
litter to be
removed on a
weekly basis
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

IMPACT: Noise

 Movement of Drilling
vehicles on Drilling
sites and during the use
of heavy machinery

 Disturbance and
nuisance to
adjacent residents
 Health risk to
workers



All noise levels must be controlled at source.



Contractors must comply with Provincial noise regulations.



Drilling machinery must be fitted with noise mufflers and maintained
properly.



All employees must be given the necessary ear protection gear.
Protective clothing must be provided by contractor and inspected
before Drilling commences.



Drilling will be continuous for 24 hours a day with three teams working
8 hour shifts. There will not be any work on Sundays.

University &
contractor

During Drilling
Continuously

IMPACT: Ground – and Surface Water Pollution (QUALITY)


Any solid waste generated during the Drilling phase (including, plastic,
rubble, drill muds, plant material, waste metals, waste concrete, etc.)
must be collected and kept in adequate containers. These materials
must not be allowed to stockpile for extensive periods and must be
removed on a weekly basis by an approved contractor to an approved
landfill site.

University&
contractor

Continuous and
weekly removal of
solid waste



Biodegradable polymers, petroleum free, water based fluids that are
environmentally friendly should be used during the drilling process for
cooling of drill strings and diamond drill bits.

University&
contractor

Continuous



When the borehole encounters water losses to the side of the shaft,
the cracks should be sealed using casings or cementation to avoid
any water losses in cracks.

University &
Contractor

Continuous



When the drilling contractor encounters deep aquifers, cementations
should be applied to avoid pollution of shallow aquifers.

University &
Contractor

Continuous

 The storage and disposal  Pollution of water
of drilling rubble
resources

 Oils and Lubricants used
during drilling process

 Water pollution

 Water losses
encountered to the sides
of borehole

 Pollution of water
Resources

 Deep aquifers
contaminate shallow
aquifers

 Potable ground
water pollution
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures


 Storm water over roads
and cleared areas

 Siltation and
erosion of streams
and water courses

 Pollution of water
resources

 Solid Waste Disposal and
littering on site
 Impact on the health
of humans and biodiversity

 Sanitation seepage and
spillage from temporary
chemical toilets

 Pollution of water
resources
 Impact on the health
of humans and biodiversity

The removal of vegetation should be confined to Drilling areas - the
removal of vegetation close to drainage sections must be avoided



Appropriate stabilization and soil protection measures should be
implemented on exposed areas and especially steeper sloping
sections close to drainage systems.



Solid and domestic waste must be kept in adequate wind and animal
proof waste bins or skips and disposed of weekly at a registered
landfill site.



No contaminants (soaps, detergents, lime, glues, paints, cement, or
fuels) to be discharged in nearby drainage sections.



Chemical sanitation facilities that do not rely on seepage of liquids
should preferably be used on site and at the Drilling camp.



An approved company must empty these toilets at a licensed facility
on a weekly basis.



Chemical toilets must be placed on level sections and not closer than
100 metres from any drainage sections.



Any leaks or spillages that do occur must be cleaned up immediately
in the appropriate way
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Responsible

Time frame

Engineer,
University &
contractor

Continuous

University &
contractor

Solid waste and
litter to be
removed on a
weekly basis to an
approved landfill
site

University&
contractor

Chemical toilets to
be emptied at a
licensed facility by
an approved
contractor on a
weekly basis
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

 Spillage of fuel and
lubricants from vehicles
and temporary fuel or
storage containers.

Spillage of fuel and
lubricants from drilling
vehicles and temporary
fuel or storage
containers.

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures


Oil and fuel spills should be checked for frequently and take action
immediately when needed.



No vehicle may be extensively repaired on site. Emergency repairs
should be done in marked maintenance yard. If emergency repairs are
necessary that cannot take place in maintenance yard, the responsible
contractor should be informed and he/she should ensure necessary
environmental precautions.

Ground and surface
water pollution
Ground and surface
water pollution.

Ground and surface
water pollution
Ground and surface
water pollution.



Oil absorbent fibres must be used to contain oil and fuel spilt



Chemicals must be stored in a bunded area with an impermeable
base, which is capable of containing 110% of the bunded material.
When the impermeable surface is no longer required, the plastic sheet
along with the contaminated soil must be disposed of off-site at a
registered landfill.



If necessary the servicing (oil, fuel) of Drilling vehicles or machinery
must not be done on Drilling sites but rather at an approved servicing
station in town. If not possible, spill or drip trays must be used during
repairs of Drilling vehicles or machines.



Symbolic safety signs (SABS 1186) must be erected at storage
facilities & tank capacities must be clearly indicated (in accordance
with SABS 0232);



No smoking is to be allowed in the vicinity of storage or dispensing
areas  (smoking  is  only  to  be  allowed  in  designated  “safe”  areas);



Adequate fire-fighting equipment must be available on site at sufficient
areas.
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Responsible

Time frame

Contractor and
Spills Response
team

Continuous
during Drilling
phase

Spillages must
be reported to
contractor and
cleaned up
immediately

Any spillages
must be reported
to the on-site
contractor and
cleaned up
immediately

Contractor and
Spills Response
team

Continuous
during Drilling
phase

Spillages must
be reported to
contractor and
cleaned up
immediately

Any spillages
must be reported
to the on-site
contractor and
cleaned up
immediately
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

 Spillages and leaks and
waste from Drilling
activities (e.g. mixing of
concrete, cement, etc. &
dangerous chemicals
used during or after
drilling.)

Specific
Impacts

 Pollution of water
resources

Mitigation and Management measures


An appropriate storage area for dangerous chemicals at the Drilling
camp should be identified and designated.



Parking areas for chemical storage zones must be prepared with a
plastic liner under the soil or that is covered with gravel.



The storage & use of chemicals at the Drilling camp/site camp &
Drilling sites must take place with the utmost care & the appropriate
Material Safety Data Sheet must be available and followed during such
storage and use.



The mentioned Material Safety Data Sheet should also include
information on the ecological impacts and measures to minimise the
negative environmental impacts during accidental spills.



On-site arrangements must be in place to limit the risk of spillages,
and to limit the extent of such spillages where they do occur. However,
should spills occur , they must be cleaned up immediately and the
waste product stored for safe transport to the depot, after which it may
be disposed of at a classified waste dump for hazardous chemical
substances



Spill can be impounded with sand, earth, and sawdust or specifically
designed impounding and absorbing agents.



Waste (spills, scrapings, flushings and contaminated product) must
only be disposed of at classified waste disposal sites.



Water (for drilling, drinking or cooking) should not be wasted and
workers must be educated on the value and importance of available
water sources.

Responsible

Time frame

Continuous and
when applicable
Once off
University &
contractor &
Spills Response
Team

Daily inspections
required
Continuous regular
inspections
required by
contractor during
the drilling
operation

IMPACT: Water Use (QUANTITY)

Drilling process

Overuse of available
water source



Taps or water pipes that are used must be regularly inspected for any
leaks.
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University &
contractor

Continuous during
the Drilling phase
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

IMPACT: Archaeological/Cultural

Drilling activities e.g.
vegetation clearance

Destruction of
archaeological
evidence and
heritage -possible
loss of heritage



Care must be taken during the activity to ensure that anything of
archaeological value, which is unearthed, is recorded.



In the event of a heritage object being unearthed, Drilling work that
could impact the object should be stopped and the discovery must be
reported to the heritage specialist.



A GPS reading of the site where findings were made - must be taken.



Under no circumstances may the contractor, his employees, his
subcontractor’s  employees  remove,  destroy  or  interfere  with  
archaeological artefacts.



The speed of vehicles must be kept as low as possible. Designated
roads for the specific project should only be used whenever possible.



Vehicles must only use existing access roads to and from the site.



Clearance of vegetation must be restricted to actual Drilling sections
and Drilling machines must not be allowed to move outside the quarry
area.

University and
contractor (if
applicable)

 Time from when
the discovery is
made
 Continuous and
during Drilling
phase

IMPACT: Loss of Biodiversity
 Road kill as a result of
reckless driving
 Movement of vehicles
on site

Loss and/or damage
of indigenous fauna
to the area

 Loss of biodiversity
(fauna and flora)
Clearing of vegetation for
drilling areas and roads

 Unnecessary
damage to
biodiversity
(indigenous flora
and habitat)



The cleared vegetation must not be burnt as it causes a loss of
nutrients and organic material. It also causes air pollution and a fire
hazard.
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University &
Contractor

Continuous throughout the
Drilling phase

University &
contractor

Continuous and
during Drilling
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

 Intentional killing of
fauna.

Specific
Impacts

 Public nuisance
 Loss/death of
indigenous fauna
and flora

 Destruction / loss
of indigenous
vegetation
Accidental fires



No animals may be captured, or killed during the activity. This
restriction includes collection of fauna as pets, food or for use as muti.



Strict rules and penalties against the snaring, killing, catching or
poaching of any animals will be enforced for all personnel and
temporary workers.

Loss of indigenous
fauna to the area

 Use of Arial Structures

Littering / accumulation of
solid waste on site

Mitigation and Management measures

 Loss /damage of
fauna
 Los / damage to
biodiversity



Nesting sites of birds must not be disturbed unless it is necessary for
the development.



Yellow  lights  that  don’t  attract  insects  should  be  used  as  lighting  in the
drilling camp and only clear lighting at the drilling point.



Litter and other waste must not be allowed to accumulate at the
Drilling sites.



Bins / containers must be emptied / removed on a weekly basis to an
approved landfill or waste disposal facility.



Regular clean- up programs must be put into effect.

Responsible

Contractor &
ECO

University &
Contractor

Time frame

Continuous as
and when
applicable
Must be provided
before Drilling
roads are use

Continuous throughout the
Drilling phase

Continuous.


All measures must be taken to prevent veld fires from occurring on
Drilling site and development site



No open fires are allowed at the Drilling sites



General fire-fighting equipment (e.g. portable fire extinguishers or fire
hoses) must be available at the Drilling sites.
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Contractor

Personal to be
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updated on a
regular basis
regarding fire
risks and the use
of fire fighting
equipment
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame



A site specific engineering geological investigation should be
conducted prior to the activity.

Contractor

Continuous as
Drilling
progresses



Machinery and vehicles must be checked, serviced and maintained
daily to prevent oil and fuel leaks.



Used parts, including oil filters are to be contained and disposed of at
a site suitably licensed for such waste products.

University &
contractor

Continuous
during pre-Drilling
phase



Oil absorbent fibres must be used to contain oil spills in water



Biodegradable polymers, petroleum free, water based fluids that are
environmentally friendly should be used during the drilling process for
cooling of drill strings and diamond drill bits.



Sludge from the drilling process must be stored in skip containers
isolated from the surrounding environment. The sludge will be
transported back to Geoserve in Johannesburg to handle the waste.
The waste will be treated with the Geoserve Contaminated Soil
Remediation Program (See Appendix H).

University &
contractor

Continuous

Contractor

Continuous and
When applicable

IMPACT: Soil Pollution and Degradation
Geo-technical
characteristics of soils at
sites

Operation of drilling
vehicles

Sludge containing
lubricants and oil during
drilling process

Damage to structures
and infrastructure

Soil pollution:
Oil/Diesel spillages

Soil pollution

 Drilling vehicles and machinery must be well serviced and maintained to
prevent oil and fuel leaks.
Spillage of fuel and
lubricants from vehicles
and temporary fuel or
storage containers.

Contamination of
topsoil

 The servicing (oil, fuel) of Drilling vehicles or machinery must if possible
not be done on site but rather at an approved servicing station in town.
 Spill trays or protective lining must be placed under Drilling vehicles
when parked at one place for longer periods. This measure is especially
important when leakages or damage is suspected.
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

 Mixing/decanting of chemical and hazardous substances must take
place either on a tray or on an impermeable surface. Waste from these
should then be disposed of at a recognized waste disposal site. The use
of lime, cement or other powders must not take place during excessively
windy conditions.
Mixing of cement etc. and
other products on
exposed soils

Soil pollution

 All canisters that may be used to transport the hazardous materials to
the point of use must be regularly checked for leaks.
 Regular clean-up programs should be put into effect throughout the
premises to limit the impact of littering caused by drilling activities.

Contractor and
Spills response
Team if
necessary

Time frame

Continuous and
when applicable
Once off
Daily inspections
required

 To prevent pollution, the establishment of static tanks at the Drilling
camp must be planned properly.
Storm water over roads,
and cleared areas

Loss of topsoil:
Erosion

 Removal of vegetation to be limited to the activity area.

Contractor

Continuous as
drilling
progresses

University &
Contractor

Continuous on a
weekly basis

 Litter and other waste must not be allowed to accumulate around the
drilling site.
Solid waste and litter

Soil pollution and
Public Nuisance

 Solid waste must be kept in suitable containers and disposed of on a
weekly basis to an approved disposal site.
 Any possible drilling rubble or litter must be removed to an approved
landfill site
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

Contractor

Chemical toilets to
be emptied by an
approved
contractor to a
licensed facility on
a weekly basis

Engineer and
contractor on
site

Drilling phase,
before rainy
season

Contractor &
Engineer

When applicable

 Chemical sanitation facilities that do not rely on seepage of liquids
should be used on site and at the drilling camp.

Spillage from temporary
chemical toilets

Contamination of soil

 These toilets must be serviced and emptied on a weekly basis (if
applicable) by an appropriate company so that no spills/leaks take place.
 Chemical toilets must be placed on level sections and not closer than
100 metres from any drainage sections.
 Any leaks or spillages occurring must be cleaned up in the appropriate
manner immediately.
Permanent erosion control plans should focus on the establishment
of stable native vegetation communities.

Removal of vegetation

Increase in the soil
degradation (erosion)
occurring on site,
especially along steeper
slopes and cleared
sections

Increased soil
erosion, increase in
silt loads and
sedimentation,
especially in drainage
channel.

 Soil erosion
 Soil degradation

Other mitigation measures needed to prevent soil erosion include:
 Protect all areas susceptible to erosion and ensure that there is no
undue soil erosion resultant from activities within and adjacent to the
drilling camp and Work Areas.
 Repair all erosion damage as soon as possible and not later than six
months before the termination of the Maintenance Period to allow for
sufficient rehabilitation growth.
 An efficient slope-stabilizing program must be implemented along the
steep slopes of the Drilling site to manage the unnecessary loss of soil.
This can be done by using cut-off trenches, geo-textile siltation barriers,
re-vegetation with indigenous vegetation and covering of slopes with
mesh or similar material. An engineer should be consulted to assist in
this regard.
 The movement of Drilling vehicles must be limited to the Drilling areas
(the quarry) to limit the unnecessary clearance of vegetation and the
associated risk of erosion.
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

IMPACT: Visual/Aesthetics and Landscape Character
Drilling activities
(presence of heavy
vehicles and equipment)

Negative Visual
impact

 Drilling vehicles and machinery should if possible be parked and placed
at the Drilling/site camp at night

Contractor

When applicable

Litter and solid Drilling
waste generated

Negative Visual
impact

 Litter and solid Drilling waste must be controlled and removed to an
approved facility.

Contractor

Regular removal
of solid waste.

Contractor &
University

Once off

Contractor

When applicable

Contractor and
University

Once off and
maintained

 Visual disturbance

Presence of lights

 Loss of life to
insectivores
attracted by insects
at lights
 Aesthetical
features of
surrounding
landscape features

 Security lights should be directed downwards towards the Drilling site.
 Yellow lights are preferred.
 Care must be taken that only the most important and necessary lighting
is used at night during drilling hours.

IMPACT: Socio Economic
Drilling activities
Temporary job creation

Drilling activities
(presence of heavy
vehicles and equipment)

 Positive socioeconomic impact
(Job creation)

 Local labour must be used wherever possible

 Reduce
unemployment

Disruptions to
residents and
specific
landowners.

 Applicable road signage informing the public on when and where the
activities take place must be provided at strategic places up to and close
to the Drilling site well in advance.
 Relevant land owners must be informed in advance of proposed
activities
-23-
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation and Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

Contractor

Once off and
closely monitored

Contractor

Daily during
Drilling phase

University,
Contractor

Once off and
regularly
inspected.

University&
Contractor

Regular
monitoring Safety
of workers

Contractor

Continuous –
weekly inspection

IMPACT: Health and Safety

Drilling activities

Accidents and
injuries to Drilling
workers

 The contractor shall conform to all stipulations of the Occupational
Health and Safety act (Act 85 of 1993) and the Regulations applicable.
The Act requires the designation of a Health and Safety representative
when more than 20 employees are employed.
 Drilling workers must be supplied with the necessary safety equipment
required to perform tasks.
 Only authorised personnel are allowed to stay and move on site.

Material Laydown Area

Drilling activities

Trespassing and illegal
access onto private land

Temporary Drilling camp
– poor waste
management and
unhygienic conditions (if
applicable)

Influence
vegetation cover

Accidents/ injuries
to general public

 Theft, robbery and
assaults

Diseases contracted
by Drilling workers

 Materials lay down area must be established in already disturbed areas.
Recommendation of using the already disturbed area near the old
siphon.
 All Drilling materials shall be stored within the property, which is already
disturbed.
 Necessary signboards (information) must be placed close to or in the
direction to the proposed development site
 No trespassing onto private land or nearby residences is allowed.
 Strict measures must be taken against offenders.
 Provide information and awareness to Drilling workers at the Drilling
camp regarding health and hygiene.
 Provide safe and hygienic ablution and cooking facilities for the Drilling
workers at the Drilling camp.
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Activity that causes
impact

Excessive speed of
vehicles

Specific
Impacts

Safety and health risk
to humans and fauna

Mitigation and Management measures
 Safety act (Act 85 of 1993) and the Regulations applicable. The Act
requires the designation of a Health and Safety representative when
more than 20 employees are employed.
 Speed control of vehicles on all roads must be exercised for the safety
of people and fauna.

Responsible

Time frame

University and
contractor

During Drilling

 All measures must be taken to prevent veld fires from occurring on site
during Drilling activities or as a result of negligence

Accidental Fires
Burning of waste and
vegetation

 Destruction of
property
 Danger to human
life

 Fire breaks should comply with the National Veld and Forest Fire Act
101 of 1998 (Chapter 4: Duty to Prepare and maintain firebreaks). If
applicable, firebreaks must be made around the perimeter of the whole
development, as well as around the individual properties.
 An emergency plan must be in place so that any uncontrolled fire can be
handled in the most efficient manner.

University&
contractor

Firebreaks
during
appropriate
climatic
conditions
before drilling
commences.

Contractor

Continuous

 General fire fighting equipment (e.g. portable fire extinguishers or fire
hoses) must be available at the Drilling/site camp
 Personnel must be given the appropriate training in the use of the fire
fighting equipment and other emergency procedures.
 No open fires must be made at the proposed Drilling site.
 Ensure security at entrance to avoid unauthorised people onto the site,
especially on Sundays when drilling is stopped.

Project area and drilling
site

 Restriction to
project area

 The project area must be fenced off to keep unauthorised people to
move in and around the site.
 Keep unauthorised people out of danger from heavy machinery.
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6.3

EMP: IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES: REHABILITATION MEASURES

REHABILITATION MEASURES FOR OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Activity that causes
impact

Specific
Impacts

Mitigation & Management measures

Responsible

Time frame

Monitoring

Contractor

As soon as
possible/
Environmental
continuous during
Officer
operation /
rehabilitation

Contractor

Immediately as
soon as possible/
continuous during
activity /
rehabilitation

Environmental
Officer

Contractor

Immediately as
soon as possible/
continuous during
operation /
rehabilitation

Environmental
Officer

 Any exposed sections of the Drilling site should be
shaped as close as possible to the surrounding
landscape features.

Earthworks and
vegetation clearance

 Loss of plant
species & habitat

 Stockpiles from the grading of the project area
should be evenly distributed over the quarry area.

 Loss of
indigenous flora
and fauna

 Sludge from the drilling process must be stored in
skip containers isolated from the surrounding
environment. The sludge will be transported back
to Geoserve in Johannesburg to handle the
waste. The waste will be treated with the
Geoserve Contaminated Soil Remediation
Program (See Appendix H).

 Visual

Solid waste accumulation

 Attract vermin
and spread of
diseases
 Soil and water
pollution

Spillages of fuel, oils and
other lubricants

 Soil and water
pollution

 Remove all accumulated waste to an approved
landfill site.
 Provide a sufficient number of wind and animal
proof waste bins on site.

 Remove any spillages of fuel or other lubricants
by following the appropriate spill response
procedures.
 Collected fuel and other lubricants must be taken
to an approved facility for such products.
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REHABILITATION MEASURES FOR OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Activity that causes
impact
Clearing of site –
exposed soil

Specific
Impacts
Loss of topsoil and
erosion

Mitigation & Management measures
 Cover any exposed sections with indigenous plant
species

Responsible

Time frame

Monitoring

Contractor

As soon as
possible/
continuous during
operation /
rehabilitation

Environmental
Officer

Contractor and
University

End of activity

Environmental
Officer

Contractor and
University

Continuous

Environmental
Officer

 Inspect after heavy rains

Open borehole

Water pollution
and Safety

 For further studies the borehole should be closed
according to the standards of the Department of
Water and Sanitation.
 If borehole not to be used again. It should be filled
according to the industry standards, this could
mean pressure grouting the hole closed.


Excessive artesian water

Shallow ground
water pollution



When the borehole encounters water losses to
the side of the shaft, the cracks should be
sealed using casings or cementation to avoid
any water losses in cracks.
When the drilling contractor encounters deep
aquifers, cementations should be applied to
avoid pollution of shallow aquifers.
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7

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM – OPERATIONAL PHASE

OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

IMPACT: Air quality and noise
Movement of drilling machinery etc.
Impacts:

 Mitigation measures to be
followed

 Air pollution from excessive vehicle emissions
and smoke
 Air pollution from excessive dust
 Nuisance to surrounding public
 Noise pollution from vehicles and people
 Negative impact on health

Visual, Site
inspection

 Vehicle and machinery
maintenance program to be
followed.

Contractor

 Speed of Drilling vehicles on site
must be controlled

Burning of waste (cleared vegetation and solid waste
or litter)

Visual Site
Inspection

Impact: Air Pollution caused by excessive Smoke
The use of fires for cooking and heating at or near the
Drilling sites
Site Inspection

Impact:
Air Pollution caused by excessive Smoke
Fires

 No burning of waste / vegetation
 Strict measures for non –
compliance. Fines to contractors
 No open fires by workers for heat
or cooking.
 Gas stoves should preferably be
used only in Drilling camp
 Fines to contractor if it occurs
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

IMPACT: Surface and ground water quality
 Removal of vegetation to be
limited to drilling areas only.
 Appropriate stabilization and soil
protection measures must be in
place

Big quantities water from drilling process
Migration of contaminants of site
 Site Inspection

Impacts:
 Soil erosion
 Water Pollution and health risk

 Apply cementation to avoid the
pollution from deep aquifers into
shallow aquifers.

Contractor

 Remove contaminated soil and
drill muds in storage tanks to
Geoserve and rehabilitate the
soil.
 Follow mitigation measures
 Follow mitigation measures

Solid waste disposal – (Surface and ground water
pollution)
 Site Inspection

Impacts:

 Store drill sludge in storage tanks
and remove to Geoserve for soil
remediation program.
 Remove waste on a constant
basis to approved landfill sites

 Soil erosion
 Water Pollution and health risk
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

 Solid waste to be kept in
adequate containers and
removed and disposed of
 Visual Site
Inspection

Sanitation – Spillages and seepage from temporary
sanitation facilities

 Obtain records
from contractor of
weekly removal of
sewage and
inspections

Impact: Water pollution and health risk

Spillage of fuel and lubricants from vehicles
Visual inspection.
Impact: Water Pollution and health risk

 Fines if contractors do not comply
 Proof that chemical toilets are
emptied once a week must be
provided to the Environmental
Officer (EO)

University&
Contractor

 Mitigation measures to be
followed
 Report the problem immediately
and clean up as soon as possible.

Contractor

 Follow mitigation measures.

Excessive artesian water
Obtain records from
contractor

Impact: Deep aquifers contaminating shallow
aquifers
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contamination from deep
aquifers.
 Use casings or cementation to
avoid water losses in borehole.
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

 Follow mitigation measures
 Use biodegradable polymers

Dangerous chemicals used during drilling (spills,
leakages and waste)

Site inspection

Impact: Water Pollution and health risk

 Use petroleum free, water based
fluids.

Contractor

 Report problem and clean up as
soon as possible.
IMPACT: Water use (Quantity)
 Water must be used wisely

Drilling process and activities
Dust suppression measures

 Visual Site
Inspection

Impact: Possible over consumption of water
resources

 Check pipes for leaks and repair
as soon as possible.

Contractor

 Follow mitigation steps.

IMPACT: Archaeological/Cultural
 No heritage remains may be
tampered with

Drilling, soil clearance and vegetation clearance
Visual inspections

Impact: Destruction / loss of archaeological evidence
and heritage
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heritage remains on the terrain
must be reported to a Heritage
specialist
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

IMPACT: Ecology (Fauna and Flora)
Movement of vehicles on site
Speeding resulting in death to animals

 Visual

 Speed of Drilling vehicles on site
must be kept as low as possible.

Impact: Animal mortalities

 Fines given to transgressors

Clearing of vegetation for activity

 Mitigation measures must be
adhered to.

Impact:

 Visual Site
Inspections

 Loss of indigenous flora and unnecessary
damage to sensitive habitat sections
 Loss of habitats

 Consult with ECO.

Contractor

Contractor

 Clearance area and movement
should be restricted to project
area
 No animals may be killed

Killing, snaring, capturing or collection of animals
 Visual /
Observation

Lighting close to access sections
Impact: Loss of indigenous fauna

 Only necessary lighting must be
used
 Follow mitigation measures
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

 Only ecologically friendly products
to be used.
Use of poisons

 Visual Site
Inspection

Impact: Loss of indigenous fauna & Flora

 Only agricultural acceptable to be
used.

Contractor

 Follow mitigation measures.
Littering on site
Accumulation of solid waste in area

 Follow mitigation measures.
 Visual Site
Inspection.

Impact:
 Loss/death of indigenous fauna
 Public nuisance

 Provide waste bins and empty on
a regular basis to an approved
landfill site.

Contractor

 Site Inspection.
Accidental fires

 All safety
measures must
be in place to
prevent veld fires

Impact: loss/death of biodiversity

 No open fires are allowed.
 Follow mitigation measures.

Contractor

Stockpiling of clearance material
Impact:

 Visual inspection

 Spreading of exotic invasive plant species
 Degradation of natural drainage systems

 Materials must not be allowed to
stockpile for extensive periods.
 Follow mitigation measures
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

IMPACT: Soil pollution and degradation
 Clean up immediately
 Maintenance program must be
followed
Operation of Drilling vehicles
 Spillage of fuel and lubricants from vehicles

 Visual inspections

Impact: Contamination of topsoil

 Use biodegradable polymers for
lubricating and cooling of drill bits
and strings.

Contractor

 Use petroleum free, water based
fluids during drilling process.
 Mitigation measures to be
followed
 Clean up immediately

Drilling activities
 Sludge from the drilling process, spillages
from mixing of cement and other products on
exposed soils

 Site Inspection

 Gather sludge in skip containers
and transport to Geoserve for soil
remediation program
 A protective lining must be placed
on exposed soils before the
mixing of products

Impact: Contamination of topsoil
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

 Empty sanitation facilities on a
regular basis.

Contractor

 Site visits
Spillages from temporary sanitation facilities

 Proof of regular
disposal of
sewage must be
provided to the
EO

Impact: Soil Pollution

Storm water over roads and cleared areas

 Site visits

Impact: Loss of top soil: Erosion

 Keep movement of vehicles to
project area and disturbed areas.

Contractor

 Follow mitigation measures
 Visual Site
Inspection

Presence of Solid waste and litter
Impact:

 Proof of weekly
removal of waste
must be provided
to the EO

 Loss of top soil: Erosion
 Soil pollution and
 Public nuisance

 Clean Drilling area on a regular
basis
 Follow mitigation steps

Contractor

IMPACT: Visual/Aesthetic and Landscape Characteristics
Drilling activities

 Follow mitigation steps

 Presence of heavy vehicles and equipment,
 Temporary structures, foundations and materials

 Visual inspection

Impact: Visual impact
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Removal of vegetative cover
 Visual inspection

Impact:
Erosion scars– (Visual impact)
Presence of Litter and solid Drilling waste

 Site Inspection

Impact: Visual impact

Action/Remedial action

 Follow mitigation steps
 Obtain advice from ECO
 Clean up on a regular basis

Responsible

Contractor

Contractor

 Appropriate lighting to be installed
at site (yellow).

Presence of Lights
Impact:
 Visual inspection

 Nuisance.
 Loss of life to insectivores attracted by insects at
lights
 Visual disturbance to public

 Light be faced in a downward
position.

University

 Only necessary lighting to be
used during drilling at night

IMPACT: Socio economic
 Remedial action as required

Disruptions to residents and specific land owners
 Site visit.

Impact:
 Social disturbance to public
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Temporary job creation

Action/Remedial action

Responsible

 Remedial action as required

Impact:

 Site visit

 Reduce unemployment
 Create positive social impact

 Local people must be used
wherever possible for jobs
created

Contractor

IMPACT: Health and Safety
Accidental fires
Burning of waste

 Follow mitigation measures
 Site Inspection

Impact:
 Destruction of adjacent property
 Danger to human life
Movement in and around the site
 Speeding on site
 Trespassing onto private land

 Site visits

Impact:


 All safety measures to prevent
veld fires must be in place.

 Fines to contractors for non compliance
 Follow mitigation measures

Increased risk on safety and security of public
and Drilling workers
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

End of drilling activity
 Visual inspection

Impact: Water pollution and dangerous for people
and fauna

Action/Remedial action

 Close the borehole according to
the standards of the Department
of Water and Sanitation if it is to
be used again.

Responsible

University

 If borehole will not be used again
it should be closed according to
industry standards.
 Fines to contractors for non compliance

Drilling activities

 Warning signs and safety

 Accidents and injuries to Drilling workers and
public

 Site Inspection

Contractor
 Workers should have all safety
gear required

Impact: Increased risk on safety of people

 Follow mitigation measures
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OPERATIONAL PHASE
Monitoring
frequency
Monthly

Weekly
Continuousl
y / daily
When
applicable
Once off per
site

Environmental Component

Monitoring
method

Action/Remedial action

Drilling Activities

 Follow mitigation measures

 Presence of Temporary project camp
 Overload of sanitation systems, sanitation system
placed too close to drainage systems
 Leaks and spillages into drainage sections
 Poor waste management
 Unhygienic conditions

 Training sessions on hygiene to
be presented to workers

 Site inspection

Impact:

 One chemical / enviro-loo toilet
for every 15 workers must be
contained.
 Toilets may not be closer than
100 metres from drainage
sections and must be placed on
level ground

 Increased risk on safety of people
 Water pollution
 Increased risk on health of people.
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7.1

APPENDIX A: LOCALITY MAP
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7.2

APPENDIX B: GENERAL AUTHORISATION 21(A)
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7.3

APPENDIX C: MINUTES OF MEETINGS
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7.4

APPENDIX D: LITHO-STRATEGRAPHIC PROFILE AND GEOLOGICAL MAP
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Report'on'the'meetings'with'the'Willowvale'Community'
regarding'the'drilling'of'a'scientific'borehole.'

'
Please&note&that&most&of&the&conversations&during&the&meetings&with&the&Elders&and&
community&took&place&in&the&Xhosa&language&and&therefore&it&is&not&always&possible&
to& give& a& very& detailed& account& of& what& was& discussed& between& the& community&
members.&
'
The' first' meeting' between' Prof' Nic' Beukes,' Dr' Herman' van' Niekerk,' Mr' Alec'
Birch'from'CIMERA'and'Chief'Lucks'Makuleni'took'place'on'Saturday'the'6th'of'
December'2014.''The'meeting'took'place'at'the'residence'of'Chief'Makuleni'after'
a'recognisance'visit'by'Prof'Nic'Beukes,'Dr'Herman'van'Niekerk,'Mr'Alec'Birch'to'
identify' a' possible' drill' site' for' the' KARIN' scientific' research' project' in' the'
Willowvale' area.' ' A' quarry' close' to' the' Shixini' River' on' the' road' between'
Willowvale' and' Dwesa' was' identified' as' a' possible' drilling' site' and' the' local'
residents' was' thereafter' approached' and' asked' where' the' Chief' of' the' area'
resided.' ' The' group' from' CIMERA' were' then' directed' to' the' residence' of' the'
Chief.''The'group'from'CIMERA'were'welcomed'by'Chief'Makuleni'who'invited'
them' into' his' residence' and' after' pleasantries' was' exchanged' Prof' Beukes'
proceeded'to'explain'to'Chief'Makuleni'the'reason'for'the'visit,'the'nature'of'the'
KARIN' research' project' and' the' reason' why' a' scientific' drill' hole' needed' to' be'
drilled' in' the' area.' ' Chief' Makuleni,' who' is' very' well' versed' in' the' English'
language,'was'very'understanding'and'open'to'the'project.''The'first'meeting'was'
concluded'after'Chief'Makuleni'agreed'to'a'follow'up'meeting'with'his'Elders'and'
representatives'of'CIMERA'at'a'later'date.''Chief'Makuleni'also'indicated'that'he'
wanted' to' involve' Counsellor' Magatya' of' the' Willowvale' District' in' the'
negotiation'process.'
'
The' next' meeting' between' the' Dr' Herman' van' Niekerk,' Mr' Aleck' Birch,'
Counsellor'Magatya'and'Chief'Makuleni'took'place'of'the'25th'of'February'2015'
in'the'municipal'offices'in'Willowvale'at'1100.''During'this'meeting'a'Powerpoint'
presentation'was'given'to'Counsellor'Magatya'and'Chief'Makuleni'explaining'the'
role' of' CIMERA,' the' KARIN' research' project' and' why' the' project' requires' the'
drilling'of'a'borehole'in'the'area.''Both'Counsellor'Magatya'and'Chief'Makuleni'
were' very' positive' about' the' project.' ' Counsellor' Magatya' did' request' that' the'
local'schools'should'be'involved'in'the'project'by'means'of'talks'about'geology'
and' the' KARIN' project' itself.' ' She' also' requested' that' people' should' be' able' to'
visit'the'drill'site'and'that'the'scientists'should'explain'to'the'community'what'
the' drilling' and' the' project' is' all' about.' ' A' meeting' between' the' CIMERA'
representatives'and'the'Elders'of'the'area'falling'under'Chief'Makuleni'was'then'
scheduled'for'the'next'day,'the'26th'of'February'2015.'
'
The' meeting' between' the' representatives' of' CIMERA' (Dr' Van' Niekerk' and' Mr'
Birch),'Chief'Makuleni'and'the'Elders'took'place'at'the'Kraal'of'Chief'Makuleni'at'
1100'on'the'26th'of'February.''Counsellor'Magatya'also'attended'the'meeting'and'
acted'as'the'main'interpreter.''During'this'meeting'Dr'Van'Niekerk'explained'to'
the' Elders' the' KARIN' research' project' and' why' it' was' decided' that' a' borehole'
needed'to'be'drilled'in'the'area.''It'was'also'explained'that'water'will'be'needed'

from' the' Sixhini' River' and' that' this' project' does' not' involve' mining' or'
exploration'for'minerals.''Many'questions'were'asked'by'the'Elders'that'ranged'
from' possibilities' for' community' members' to' be' employed' during' the' time' of'
drilling' to' possible' pollution' of' the' environment.' ' The' CIMERA' representatives'
addressed' these' questions.' ' Dr' Van' Niekerk' also' indicated' that' a' monetary'
amount' would' be' available' to' be' paid' to' the' community' to' compensate' for' the'
use'of'the'water'and'land'during'this'time.''He'stated'that'this'is'in'accordance'
with' the' normal' contracts' that' is' signed' with' farmers' in' other' areas' of' the'
country'where'the'KARIN'project'will'also'drill'scientific'bore'holes.''The'Chief'
and' the' Elders' decided' by' that' they' needed' to' discuss' the' idea' of' monetary'
compensation' or' if' CIMERA' should' build' something' for' the' community.' ' Once'
again'the'KARIN'project'and'the'drilling'of'the'Scientific'drill'hole'was'received'
well' by' the' Elders' with' no' major' concerns' and' the' meeting' was' concluded' at'
1320' after' the' Elders' requested' a' meeting' with' the' CIMERA' representatives' at'
the' quarry' where' the' bore' hole' will' be' drilled.' ' This' was' agreed' on' and' a' date'
would'be'set'in'the'near'future.'
'
The' next' meeting' between' Dr' van' Niekerk,' Chief' Makuleni,' the' Elders' and'
members'of'the'community'took'place'at'the'quarry'close'to'the'Sixhini'River'on'
the'22nd'of'April'2015'at'1100.''In'attendance'were'approximately'60'members'
of' the' community' (Figures' 1' to' 3).' ' Once' again' Dr' Van' Niekerk' and' Chief'
Makuleni' explained' the' KARIN' project' to' the' community' and' many' questions'
were' asked' and' addressed.' ' The' community' did' not' have' any' objections' to' the'
project'but'did'request'that'the'drill'site'should'be'fenced'for'safety'reasons.''The'
main'discussion'at'the'meeting'revolved'around'the'contribution'from'CIMERA'
to' the' community.' ' It' was' very' quickly' decided' by' the' community' members'
present'that'the'Chief'and/or'the'community'should'not'receive'any'money,'but'
that'the'money'should'be'used'in'upgrading'or'constructing'new'facilities'for'the'
local' community.' ' After' a' very' lengthy' discussion' between' the' community'
members'it'was'decided'that'the'community'needed'a'community'hall.''Dr'Van'
Niekerk'was'instructed'by'the'Elders'to'take'this'message'back'to'his'superiors'
at' CIMERA.' ' Dr' Van' Niekerk' enquired' about' the' size' of' such' a' community' hall'
and'made'it'clear'to'the'community'that'CIMERA'is'part'of'a'university'structure'
and' not' a' commercial' company' and' therefore' money' is' an' issue' and' urged' the'
community' to' be' reasonable' in' their' request.' ' Chief' Makuleni' agreed' and' said'
that'the'community'will'have'a'meeting'to'discuss'the'size'of'the'community'hall.''
The'meeting'ended'at'1500'with'Chief'Makuleni'signing'the'documentation'for'
the' Department' of' Water' Affairs' and' Sanitation' giving' CIMERA' and' the' KARIN'
project'to'use'water'from'the'Sixhini'River'during'the'drilling'project.'
'

'
Figure'1:''Meeting'with'the'community'at'the'proposed'drilling'site'close'to'the'
Sixhini'River.''The'quarry'can'be'seen'in'the'background.'
'

'
Figure'2:''Chief'Makuleni'(centre,'seated'under'the'tree)'and'some'of'the'Elders'
attending'the'meeting'on'the'22nd'of'April'2015.'

'
Figure'2:''Group'photo'of'the'community'members'that'attended'the'meeting'on'
the'22nd'of'April'2015.'
'
'
This'is'a'true'reflection'of'the'meetings'held'between'representatives'of'CIMERA'
and'the'community'near'Willowvale'that'will'be'involved'in'the'drilling'of'a'deep'
scientific'borehole'for'the'KARIN'research'project.'
'
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GEOSERVE EXPLORATION DRILLING
Purpose
To define the process in treating contaminated soil.
Scope
This Procedure describes the responsibilities and authorities to ensure that process is followed as prescribed
are.

Responsibility
General Manager/ SHEQ Department
Overall overview and enforcement of Environmental objectives and targets on a level
Environmental Coordinator
Responsible to co-ordinate all Environmental activities.
General Managers
Overview and enforcement of Environmental objectives and targets.

Reference
Risk Assessment for EMS ISO 14001, GEOSERVE Legal Register
Procedure
Detailed description of procedure
Records
Reference to monitoring records

INTRODUCTION
This documents stipulates the methodology on how contaminated soil, may it be from a Diesel spill, Oil
spill, or any Hydrocarbon Fraction can be treated to such an extent that it can be returned to its natural
state. The process operates on a 3 month cycle utilizing 3 separate cells
METHODOLOGY
All the accumulated contaminated soil from a specific area is initially housed in one cell. The Soil clean /
Soil Fix methodology is applied as follow:

CELL 1
STEP 1

Spread Contaminated Soil evenly
Picture

STEP 2

Evenly distribute soil clean /soil fix, H²O gel and Oxygen Booster
Picture

STEP 3

Add clean soil at ratio of 3 parts clean soil to 1 part contaminated soil
Picture

STEP 4

Add vegetative matter, grass, chopped reed at a ratio of 10% to 20% of the total volume
of the conglomerate
Picture

STEP 5

With the use of a TLB/Front end loader, thoroughly mix the conglomerate by lifting it to
its highest point and drop the load. Mix until a homogenic blend has been achieved
Picture

STEP 6

Water well
Picture

STEP 7

Post  a  sign  “remediation  in  progress”
Picture

STEP 8

Maintenance: Weekly aerate water well

CELL 2
STEP 1

Once cell one Remediation in Progress has been implemented, Cell 2
“Remediation  Pending”  is  opened  and  all  contaminated  soil  accured  during  the  
month is placed in the cell. At the end of the month implement the Eco Nutria
procedure as prescribed previously

CELL 3
STEP 1

Accumulates all the contaminated soil and the sign remediation pending is
posted. On completion of the eco nutria procedure, cell 3 is emptied and
becomes the recipial remediation pending cell.

